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Objective

• Examine the scope and implications for US policy toward an overt and 
aggressive expansion of PRC control over Taiwan and contested 
Japanese island possessions.
• This examination will be held through the conduct of a ‘virtual’ 

wargame that will be conducted in three 3 hour sessions.
• The participants will be delegated to one of three teams
• United States
• Peoples Republic of China & Democratic Peoples Republic of Korea
• Regional Powers: Japan, Australia, and other nations in the region. 
• Control: Taiwan and Overall Game Administration

*PLEASE NOTE* As the game is Unclassified, players who have deeper 
knowledge must not use that information in the wargame.



Game Design
• Each of the three ‘turns’ of the game begin as a Plenary session (all participants) where 

instructions and joint briefings are conducted.
• ~30 minutes for the beginning of each ‘turn’.
• Control (Henry and I) will bring everyone up to speed on the turn to come and in later turns what 

happened on the previous turn.
• After the plenary session; teams will dial into another session for team deliberations and 

decisions.
• ~90 minutes
• Absorb and process the current situation
• Discuss strategy and important points about the situation
• Decide on courses of action that are written and will be briefed at the turn ending plenary session.

• At the conclusion of each turn there will be a ~30+ minute session where each team briefs out 
its decisions.

• Rinse and repeat three times with the last hour of the last session opened up for participant 
insights and views. 

• A short ‘quick’ action report will be delivered to each participant ~one week after the game’s 
conclusion.



Team Activities

• First activity is to elect a Team Captain and Briefer
• Team Captain is responsible to lead the discussion, document 

decisions, and aid the Briefer in preparing their end of turn 
presentation.
• Teams will use supplied information and player expertise to distill the 

scenario information and the key challenges that need to be met.
• Develop a strategy and actions the team wants to implement to 

advance their agenda and national security.
• Build a short briefing to be given in the plenary session on team 

actions and rationales for those actions.



Team Organization
Roles US Team PRC Team Regional Team Control

Facilitator Rob Kurz Mark Herman Bailey Martin Henry Sokolski

Rapporteur Lea Patch Lara Herman John Spacapan and 
Bryan Palmer Brooke Buskirk

Team Leader Frank Tedeschi David Dorfman Colin Timmerman Mark Herman

Briefer Zachary Keck Marypat Renstrom Robert Hunter

Members
Paul Bernstein, Robert Zarate, 

Bryan Clark, Daniel Goure, 
Stephanie Mitchell 

Eric Brown, Ian Merritt, 
Adam Lemon, Justin 

Dunnifliff, Annie 
Kowalewski

Taylor Clausen, Max 
Pedrotti, Megan 

McCulloch, Griffin 
Cannon, Conner Swett



Control

• Teams that want to communicate with other teams will do so through 
Control.
• Control will also represent regional actors and nations that are on the 

periphery of the crisis.
• Control will adjudicate the impact and results of any military actions 

using the OSD/NA War in the South China Sea simulation.



Output

• Teams will write out their basic decisions and rationale that will be briefed out at 
the end of each of the three turns.
• Turn 1 is the crisis turn where critical decisions on the path ahead are made.
• Turn 2 will advance the clock a month or so after any initial military action, if any.
• Turn 3 will examine the long-term implications and enduring character of the 

crisis.
• Post Turn 3, teams will also answer a series of questions on:

• What forces did they have that were not that useful in the scenario?
• What forces were very useful, but in insufficient quantity to have greater influence on the 

situation?
• What changes in policy or U.S. posture would either avoid or ameliorate this situation in the 

future?



Military Actions (Optional not Mandatory)

• Teams can prosecute a military campaign across the spectrum of warfare 
(hybrid to conventional to nuclear war).
• Team military actions will be described and then adjudicated by control 

between the ‘live’ turns in the simulation.
• The OSD/NA War in the South China Sea will be used to adjudicate all 

player decisions which includes provisions for space and cyber warfare.
• All legitimate military activities are allowed with the teams articulating the 

action and expected impact of the operation.
• Team actions can and should cover the full spectrum of Land, Air, Sea, 

Space, C3I, SoF, Cyber, Political and Economic options. 



Scenario

• First rule is don’t fight the scenario.
• Second rule is don’t fight the scenario whose only purpose is not to 

predict the future but to create a ‘credible’ situation to enable the 
team discussion and decisions around U.S. policy responses to PRC 
aggression against Taiwan and Japan.
• Time: May 2021; post US inauguration, we have and will have no 

comment on the composition of the US government; all that matters 
is the U.S. policy trajectory over the last decade.



China’s Agenda

• Presumed to be expansionistic and poised for its most aggressive 
phase against Taiwan and potentially Japan.
• From China’s perspective its expansionist trajectory has:
• Ignored World Court ruling on South China Sea; tepid U.S. response.
• Origin of current Pandemic; took no responsibility and paid no price.
• Broke Hong Kong autonomy promises (One State, Two Systems); tepid World 

response.
• Next steps: per stated agenda re-establishing Party control over Taiwan. 



Overall Military Situation

• PRC is a rising regional power with large 
investments in an integrated anti-access 
system (sensors, missiles, ASW, Surface 
Ships, and aircraft).
• Robust base infrastructure in range of  

Taiwan.
• Robust IRBM/MRBM capabilities are in 

range of all regional bases and facilities.
• Anti access system includes long range 

SAMs targeted at US large body aircraft.
• Military forces have had their readiness 

level increased through training and 
exercises.

• US PacCom has one carrier on station with 
two available in the short term.
• PRC have DF21 anti-carrier MRBMs and 

advanced Cruise missiles.
• Uncertain Regional base infrastructure 

requires Allied support.
• All US and Allied regional bases are within 

range of PRC IRBM/MRBM systems.
• Underway replenishment ships are 

insufficient to maintain high tempo 
operations without significant 
reinforcement and regional bases.
• Remember, never fight a land war in Asia.



China’s Claimed Exclusive Economic Zones

China's Exclusive Economic Zones
China's EEZ
EEZ claimed by China (Deep Pink)
Disputed by the Republic of China (Taiwan)
(medium Pink)
EEZ claimed by China, disputed by others 
(Light Pink)

• 8 May 2021: PRC  enforces its already 
declared Taiwan EEZ by the deployment of 
their Naval forces into the zone and 
overseeing all traffic into and out of Taiwan to 
collect customs duties.

• Food and other necessary items are allowed 
into the island (after custom duties have been 
collected) and no overt military action or 
strikes are made against any Taiwan forces or 
installations.

• Taiwan calls on the United States to come to 
their aid and break the blockade of the island, 
while threatening unilateral action if 
necessary.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Republic_of_China


Military Forces

• Teams will use the current military force structures as they exist at 
this time.
• As the game is Unclassified, players who have deeper knowledge 

must not use that information in the wargame.
• The War in the South China Sea simulation has a strong logistic 

component, so unlike the classic western movie your six shooter has 
six shots.
• This information will be supplied to the teams for the wargame.



Wargame Map

Equal Area (150 nm per hex) Projection of Theater of Conflict Example of Game Map with Unit Counters



Forces at Start

Pre-Crisis In Theater Forces

Guam

Okinawa

Yokasuka
Taiwan

Spratley Is.

Hainan Is.

At Sea CSG

PRC EEZ Blockade

PRC EEZ Administrative Blockade

Southern Theater
South China Sea

South HQ

Eastern Theater
East China Sea



ISR Order of Battle
Space Capabilities

Country ISR ELINT/SIGINT Space Surveillance Early Warning Communications Navigation Meteorological
US 17 27 6 8 140 31 6
PRC 49 15 ? ? 6 33 ?

• Each side has a surveillance capability that can be used to gain intelligence and 
targeting.

• All kinetic attacks require targeting resources.
• PRC is being given a limited kinetic ASAT capability and both sides have Cyber 

capabilities that can be applied against Space infrastructure.
• Both sides have numerous ISR aircraft and the PRC has an Over The Horizon Radars.
• These systems can be attacked kinetically with ordnance and SoF forces.
• Some of these systems have Cyber vulnerabilities to one degree or another.



Over the Horizon Radar (OTHR) Coverage

PRC OTHR Coverage (source GlobalSecurity.org Australian OTHR Coverage

PRC Site 1 transmitter 32.33893 112.70425
PRC Site 1 receiver 31.61919 111.89920
PRC Site 2 transmitter 42.73 111.44
PRC Site 2 receiver 41.42073 111.06967
PRC Site 3 transmitter TBD SCS TBD SCS
PRC Site 3 receiver TBD SCS TBD SCS



PRC Missile Brigade Order of Battle
Theater 

Command Region Missile Brigade Designation Missile Type

Eastern Fujian 618th Missile Brigade SRBM
Eastern Fujian 614th Missile Brigade SRBM
Eastern Fujian 618th Missile Brigade SRBM
Eastern Jiangxi 613th Missile Brigade SRBM
Eastern Jiangxi 616th Missile Brigade SRBM
Eastern Shanghai 611th Missile Brigade IRBM/ MRBM
Eastern Jiangxi 612th Missile Brigade IRBM/ MRBM
Southern Hong Kong 627thth Missile Brigade SRBM
Southern Guangdong 636th Missile Brigade SRBM
Southern Guangdong 615th Missile Brigade SRBM
Southern Hunan 632nd Missile Brigade ICBM Mobile

Southern Hunan 633rd Missile Brigade ICBM 
Silo/Transportable

Southern Hunan 631st Missile Brigade ICBM 
Silo/Transportable

Southern Hong Kong 626th Missile Brigade IRBM/MRBM
Southern Hainan 624th Missile Brigade IRBM/MRBM
Southern Yunnan 622nd Missile Brigade IRBM/MRBM
Southern Yunnan 625th Missile Brigade IRBM/MRBM

Missile Brigades deploy a range of missile types that target Taiwan and Region



Naval Forces (PRC Red/ US Blue)



US PacCom
Commands

7th Fleet 5th AF 7th AF/8th Army 3rd Fleet
Location Australia Guam Japan Okinawa RoK Marshall Is. PACCOM

Base SIGINT Port/Air Yokasuka Kadena Osan Kwajalein

SSGN 4
MPS 1 MEB
B1B Squadron 6
Tanker 1 1
SAM THAAD Bttry
ISR UAV
SF Group 1
CVN 1 3
CGHM 3
DDGHM 2
DDGM 9
LCC 1
LHD 1
LPD 1
F16 Squadron 2 3
F15E Squadron 2
F22 Squadron 1
E3B a/c 2
C130 Talon 1
C135 Rivet Joint Squadron 1
Global Hawk a/c 5
Marine Expeditionary MEU 1
Marine Air Wing 1
Army Division 1
RADAR 1



Output

• Teams will write out their basic decisions and rationale that will be briefed out at 
the end of each of the three turns.
• Turn 1 is the crisis turn where critical decisions on the path ahead are made.
• Turn 2 will advance the clock a month or so after any initial military action, if any.
• Turn 3 will examine the long-term implications and enduring character of the 

crisis.
• Post Turn 3, teams will also answer a series of questions on:

• What forces did they have that were not that useful in the scenario?
• What forces were very useful, but in insufficient quantity to have greater influence on the 

situation?
• What changes in policy or U.S. posture would either avoid or ameliorate this situation in the 

future?



Next Steps

• Go to your team rooms (Bailey will place everyone in Webex Breakout 
sessions) 
• In 90 minutes we will reconvene to the main Webex room (Command 

Control) and the briefs will begin with the United States followed by the 
PRC then Japan. Each team has 10 minutes to brief.
• Once the briefs are concluded the session has ended and we will reconvene 

on the 21st (followed by the final session on the 22nd).
• We will post the outcome of this turn on the website in two days with new 

input for the start of turn 2. 
• Teams can communicate with each other between moves as they wish to 

get a jump on the turn 2 activities; please CC the control team on all emails 
and share any materials produced by any of these sessions with the control 
team using this npec.org email address.



U.S. Out Brief Questions (T1)

• Pre-Crisis: What policies, actions, or activities (e.g., FONOPS, FDO) 
would have potentially deterred this crisis?
• What outcome does the U.S. desire and is it achievable? 
• Is the U.S. willing to go to war over Taiwan? 
• If not, what is the objective end state desired? 

• Crisis: What actions are the U.S. taking to:
• Deescalate the crisis?
• Resolve the crisis to the benefit of the U.S.?

• What capabilities and policies are viewed as offering  the greatest 
leverage to achieve U.S. objectives?



PRC Out Brief Questions (T1)

• With the objective of bringing Taiwan back under PRC control what 
actions are the PRC taking to:
• Prevail in the crisis short of war?
• If Taiwan resists what is the plan for subduing the rebellious province?
• If direct conflict with the U.S. occurs, what is the theory for victory?
• What are the conflict off ramps and how can they be achieved?

• How will the PRC react to Japanese, Australian, and regional support 
for U.S. forces (e.g., basing)?
• What capabilities and policies are viewed as offering  the greatest 

leverage to achieve PRC objectives?



Regional Team Out Brief Questions (T1)

• Nation by Nation what positions will the various regional powers take 
if the crisis escalates into open warfare?
• How will each nation react to requests or threats for support?
• What is the team’s assessment that a given nation will offer support to the 

U.S. or the PRC?

• If a nation does support U.S. requests, how enduring is that support if 
the PRC threatens or engages in direct action against that nation?
• What capabilities and policies are viewed as offering  the greatest 

leverage to survive this situation in the long term?


